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The «Black style» was never a so hot topic in the fashion and photography industry. Controversies and debates illustrate this real sub-representation of black
models and their difficulties to succeed. Nevertheless, the phenomenon exists,
however unpleasant it might seem to the detractors.

Le «Black style» n’a jamais été un sujet aussi brûlant dans l’industrie de la
mode et de la photographie. Controverses et polémiques illustrent cette réalité
de sous-représentation des mannequins noirs et de leurs difficultés à réussir.
Pourtant, le phénomène existe bel et bien, n’en déplaise aux détracteurs.

Of course, we think at once about the « panther» Naomi Campbell, Katoucha
Niane, Waris Dirie, Iman Abdulmajid among the first ones to have emerged.
We also think about Yves Saint Laurent, first fashion designer to make a black
model parade in 1962, followed by Paco Rabanne few years later.
Warning examples of the one who was going to install the Black iconography
at the heart of a multicultural inspiration: Jean Paul Goude.
In forty years of activity, Jean-Paul Goude will transform profoundly our imagination, literally, through the drawing, the poster, the cinema, the video or the
event. Precursor, by transforming bodies photographed a very long time before
Photoshop or by mixing religious symbols and popular figures in his photos
long before David LaChapelle.

Bien sur, on pense tout de suite à la « panthère » Naomi Campbell, Katoucha
Niane, Waris Dirie, Iman Abdulmajid parmi les premières à avoir émergé.
On pense aussi à Yves Saint Laurent, premier couturier à faire défiler un mannequin noir en 1962, suivi par Paco Rabanne quelques années plus tard.
Des exemples annonciateurs de celui qui allait installer l’iconographie Black au
coeur d’une inspiration multiculturelle: Jean Paul Goude.
En quarante ans d’activité, Jean-Paul Goude transformera profondément notre
imaginaire, au sens propre du terme, à travers le dessin, l’affiche, la photo, le cinéma, la vidéo ou l’événement. Précurseur, que ce soit en transformant les corps
photographiés bien longtemps avant Photoshop ou en mêlant symboles religieux
et figures populaires dans ses photos bien avant David LaChapelle.

His event skills also made him a multicultural master in the «performance art».
He will be the first one to establish the black and white mixing. Often excessively, taking back without complex the tribal caricature of Black Africa in
the universe of the ultra modern codes. Often funnily and mockery, staging
black people made up by white color and mutually. Always with people’s creative images talents, original, audacious, cheerful, colored, optimistic, forwardthinking. Different esthetic codes challenging the conventions power which
will make the singer Grace Jones, his muse and girlfriend, into an icon.
«My work turns around the Beauty. The attraction I feel for the mysterious
Mandarins and the African Princesses goes back to a dissatisfied journey desire, in the same time childish and repressed, in distant Countries».

Son sens de l’événement en a fait aussi un maître multiculturel du «performance
art». Il sera le premier à instituer la mixité noire et blanche. Souvent avec excès,
reprenant sans complexe la caricature tribale d’Afrique noire dans l’univers des
codes ultra modernes. Souvent avec humour et dérision, mettant en scène des
personnages noirs grimés de blanc et réciproquement. Toujours avec le talent
d’un créateur d’images originales, audacieuses, gaies, colorées, optimistes,
avant gardistes. Une variété de codes esthétiques défiant le pouvoir des conventions qui feront de la chanteuse Grace Jones, sa muse et compagne d’alors,
une icône. «Mon travail tourne autour de la beauté. L’attirance que j’éprouve
pour les Mandarins mystérieux et les Princesses Africaines remonte à un désir
inassouvi à la fois enfantin et refoulé de voyages dans des contrées lointaines».

And then, between ourselves, without going as far as doing again the
Champs-Elysées parade to celebrate the human rights, isn’t it a real pleasure to
follow the Master’s tracks by dedicating this Issue to all these sublime black
panthers?

Et puis, tout à fait entre nous, sans aller jusqu’à refaire le défilé des Champs
Elysées à la gloire des droits de l’homme, n’est ce pas un vrai plaisir que de
suivre les traces du Maître en dédiant ce numéro à toutes ces sublimes panthères
noires?
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Sudanese born
Melbourne Australian raised
Chic Management Australia
IMG New York
IMG Paris
IMG London

AJAK «Angélique» DENG was born on December 7th, 1989 in the
Sudan. She lives in Australia since 2005.
Model in the skin ebony, Ajak Deng is the Top who got established
on the international scene. She has a graceful and hurt line, very
similar to Alek Wek.
Today under the lights, she remembers when she was a kid, she
didn’t dare to dream, her only concern being to survive in a violent
world with poverty.
For Ajak, Australia means Freedom.
After a little bit of a rough start, the Top, with a dedication and
strong will, finally joined IMG agency in New York. She was the
Benetton’s and Topshop’s face. She poses for the CK One line campaign by Calvin Klein for spring and summer on 2011. Ajak Deng
begins the fashion shows and her career looks finally very promising since 2010. We were able to see her at Louis Vuitton’s, Cacharel’s or Mark Fast’s, in particular for spring and summer Fashion
Week on 2011, at Emanuel Ungaro’s, Carolina Herrera’s or Givenchy’s during autumn and winter Fashion Week on 2011-2012.
Sometimes brunette, sometimes blonde, Ajak becomes the first
black model to parade for Chloé since Liya Kebede. Valentino,
Jean-Paul Gaultier, Marc Jacobs fell also under this incredible
charismatic Artist’s spell.
photo Kacper Kasprzyk for Dazed & Confused 2011
Fashion edition & style
Karen Langley, Katie Shillingford & Robbie Spencer
Hair style Akki Shirakawa & Naoki Komiya
Mua Alice Lane & Gemma Smith-Edhouse
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photo John-Paul Pietrus for Modern Weekly 2012
Fashion edition style Ting Ting Lin
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#Tao Yuan
Numero China
2012
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photo John-Paul Pietrus #Tao Yuan Numero China 2012
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w e k

Sudanese born
Storm model Management London
IMG Paris
D’management group Milan
Mega Model Agency Hamburg
IMG Australia Sydney

«I’ve no problem with whatever the next big look is» «Just don’t try and tell
me that only one look is beautiful». Appropriate words from the striking
Sudanese model whose exotic appearance has taken her to the very peak of
her profession and challenged the traditional definition of a catwalk model.
Alek Wek was born on April 16th, 1977 into the southern Sudanese Dinka
tribe. She flees hercountry with her family in 1991 to Great Britain to escape
the civil war between the South and the North. In London, she learnt English
quickly and went on to study fashion technology and business at the prestigious London College of Fashion.
The African beauty’s big break came in 1995 when she was discovered by a
model agency scout while shopping in a London market. She signed to Models One, and it wasn’t long before she appeared in a Tina Turner video and
on the pages of cutting edge publications Vibe and i-D.
One of the hottest new faces on the scene, she was soon courted by top design houses for their runway shows. Her distinctive looks, so different from
the usual catwalk fare, caused a stir in the world of fashion, and garnered a
raft of awards, including «Best New Model» at the Venus de la Mode Fashion
Awards, 1997 MTV model of the year, and Model of the Decade from i-D.
Alek’s success has redefined the traditional understanding of beauty, as US
chat show host and actress Oprah Winfrey underlined in an interview with
the model. «If you had been there when I was growing up, I would have
thought of myself as beautiful» the presenter confessed.
Outside her modelling commitments, Alek draws upon her own experiences
as a refugee to help highlight the plight of the world’s dispossessed and, as a
member of the US Committee For Refugees’ Advisory Council, campaigns to
raise the profile of the humanitarian disaster in the Sudan.
(photo Daniel Jackson for Under the Influence mag 2012)
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photo Greg Delves #White Hoods 1997
(right) photo David Slijper #10 magazine 2014
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photo Steven Meisel #Vogue Italia 2014
(right) Solve Sundsbo #i-D magazine 2009
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photo Kevin Tachman #Vivienne Westwood campaign Vogue 2013
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photo Michel Comte #Magazine Paris 2000
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photo Warwick Saint #L’Officiel Natherlands 2009
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Sudanese born
Major Model Management New York
WM Models Paris
FM Models London
Why not Models Milan

Grace Bol is South Sudanese-American beauty and fashion supermodel. The
statuesque five-foot-ten model who is from the ethnic Dinka is the niece of
NBA`s celebrated 7-foot-7 body manute-bol. She was a former refugee who
fled Sudan to Kansas City.
Grace has an astonishing resemblance to her fellow senior South Sudanese
and Dinka supermodel Alek Wek. She recently told a fashion reporter about
people continuously mistaken her for Alek: «All the time! People actually
think I’m Alek when I’m walking down the street. Several people have chased
me down just to get my autograph, and even when I explain to them that I’m
not Alek, they think I’m lying! All I tell them is «I’m Grace!»
Kansas city based Grace Bol moved to New York to pursue modeling after
being deemed «too high fashion» by her Kansas City peers, and she hasn’t
left since. The 23-year-old is currently represented by Major Models Management in New York, FM Models in London, WM Models in Paris, and
Why Not Models in Milan. Grace Bol, Manute’s luminescent niece, has taken
up her uncle’s mantle. The face of campaigns for Givenchy and Vivienne
Westwood, she believes that “modeling is a voice for my people. It’s a way to
tell the world of the struggle of my country and a way for me to make money
to improve South Sudan. They’re my family.”
In an interview concerning her discovery as a model Grace has this to say:
«At school, my teachers always told me I should model, but I was really into
basketball. One day, I went to the mall, and there was an open call with an
agency, and these people forced me to go in and enter. So I figured why not,
and I signed with them. I only stayed with them for a bit because they said I
was «too high fashion» and that I should go to New York. And ever since, I
never left this city! It’s been two and a half years now.»
She has walked the catwalk for famous names such as Chado Ralph Rucci, Amaya Arzuaga, Paco Rabanne, Givenchy, Lutz, Hexa by Cuho, Jeremy Scott, Rick Owens, Suno, Libertine, Tracy Reese, Vivienne Westwood,
Arise African Fashion Collective, Mugler, Naeem Khan, Costello Tagliapietra, Damir Doma, Diane von Furstenberg, Fatima Lopes, Felipe Oliveira
Baptista, Gaspard Yurkievich, Maurizio Pecoraro, Jean Paul Lespagnard,
Maiyet, and Maison Martin Margiela.
(photo Mark Rabadan for Models.com 2015)
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GRACE BOL

photo Mark Rabadan #Models.com 2015
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GRACE BOL

photo Mark Rabadan #Models.com 2015
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photo Mark Rabadan #Models.com 2015
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Tanzanian born
Canadian nationality
Women Management New York
Women Management Paris
Women Management Milan
Select Models London
M4 Hamburg
Folio Montreal

Elle Canada dared to use some strong words to introduce its July issue in
cover star: Naomi, Move Over!
The new girl on the block is Herieth Paul, who might look a bit like Noémie
Campbell (she’s got those killer bangs) but has more often been compared to
model Grace Jones or, as one photographer once said: «a black Kate Moss».
One thing Herieth has on all those legends is her youthful energy: at only
eighteen, she’s a fresh face on the scene and has already walked for 3.1 Phillip Lim, Lacoste, and DVF, starred in short fashion films like this one for CK
One, and joined top models such as Freja Beha Erichsen and Arizona Muse
in a Steven Meisel cover shoot for Vogue Italia.
The Tanzanian-born model who calls Canada home landed her biggest job
yet: solo cover star. It’s a huge step in the right direction for the stunner who
once told WWD: «My goal for modeling is that by eighteen I’m going to be
on every cover of every magazine. And model for everyone: Ralph Lauren,
Calvin Klein, Marc Jacobs, Chanel, Gucci, Prada. You name it, I am, I’ll
do it!»
(photo Max Abadian for Dress to kill magazine 2011)
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photo Max Abadian for Dress to kill magazine 2011
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photo Max Abadian for Dress to kill magazine 2011
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w i l l i a m s
Jamaican born
IMG New York
IMG Paris

D’management group Milan
Premier Model London
Jill Models Antwerp
Model management Hamburg
Elite Stockholm

A few years ago, a beautiful young lady walked into Pulse headquarters
on Trafalgar Road with the stated intention of becoming a model. At
the time, there was no denying her striking beauty and potential, and as
those in the ‘industry’ are wont to say: «She’s got the look».
That shy-looking teenage girl was none other than the absolutely stunning Jeneil Williams. It has been a grand total of five years since she decided on taking charge of her own destiny by opting to pursue a career
in the world of modelling. And since then, her documented rise to the
top of the international world of modelling can be described as nothing
short of meteoric.
Remarkably, Jeneil Williams, who shot to modelling stardom, is still
a stunning focused and level-headed young Jamaican Lady. She’s not
given to tantrums and flights of fancy, and the entitlement behaviour
and attitude many ascribe to models or that many models have outfitted
themselves in once they have hit the big time.
So phenomenal has been her success, however, that on Sunday night
last, Pulse inducted Jeneil Williams into its Hall of Fame. This is no
easy feat, considering her age, but there is no denying her the spot when
her body of work is taken into consideration. Her credits include covers
and editorials for publications such as Teen Vogue, i-D, Harper’s Bazaar, Elle, W, Russian Vogue, Italian Vogue, French Revue des Modes,
Love, and strutting for every major designer of note on all the major
shows in the fashion capitals of the world.
photo Richard Burbridge for W magazine 2014
Fashion Editor Felicia Garcia-Rivera
Hair Chuck Amos
Mua Diane Kendal
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JENEIL WILLIAMS

photo Roe Ethridge for Gentlewoman magazine 2013
Style Marie Chaix
Hair style Bok-Hee & Mua Lisa Houghton
photo Dominick Sheldon for W magazine 2015 (right)
Hair style Takashi Yusa & Mua Susie Sobol
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photo Daniel Sannwald for Pop magazine 2012 (YSL beauty)
Fashion edition & style Tamara Rothstein
Hair style Laurent Philippon
Mua Frankie Boyd
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ph Sølve Sundsbø for Jimmy Choo campaign 2013
& ph Mario Testino for Vogue Germany 2014
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JENEIL WILLIAMS

photo Mert Alas & Marcus Piggott
Love magazine
2010
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Ethiopian born
IMG New York
Viva Model Paris

D’management group Milan
IMG London
Viva Model Barcelona
Iconic management Hamburg
IMG Australia Sydney

In addition to being a groundbreaking Ethiopian model, Liya Kebede is
an active and vocal philanthropist committed to the health of women,
infants and children. Born and raised in Ethiopia, she was discovered
as a child by a French film director who recommended her to modelling
agencies.
After finishing her education in Africa she moved to Paris and began
a successful modeling career during which she has modeled for Gap,
Tommy Hilfiger, Yves, Saint-Laurent, Victoria’s Secret, Revlon and
many other major labels.
The sweetness and the sharpness lines, her natural expressions, her
charming look ... Liya is an exceptional and atypical model. Shortly after her arrival in America she featured in the first issue of Vogue which
was entirely dedicated to a single model and also signed a contract that
made her the first person of color to model for Estée Lauder. In addition
to modeling she has also appeared in many films in supporting and starring roles. Throughout her career, she has used her wealth and celebrity
status to fund many philanthropic projects that support the health and
well-being of women and children around the world.
She’s also a fashion designer with a personal clothing line that provides jobs to traditional Ethiopian craftsmen and keeps African weaving
customs alive. Today she lives with her family in New York City and
continues to support health related humanitarian causes.
«If you don’t have a dream in life, I don’t know what you have. You have
to want something beyond your reach; it’s exciting when it works out»
(photo Tiziano Magni for Marie Claire 2014)
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ph Tiziano Magni for Marie Claire 2014
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ph Tom Munro for Vogue Italia 2010
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Mexican born
Kenyan origin
Actress & Model

Lupita Nyong’o is a young actress and a filmmaker born on March 1st,
1983 in Mexico city, and Kenyan origin. Having stayed several months
in Mexico to perfect her Spanish, she studies dramatic arts in the very
famous Yale University.
Previously, she produces different American movies in particular «The
Constant Gardener» with Ralph Fiennes (Lord Voldemort in the Harry
Potter’s saga). The young woman is also an actress. She turned in a
Kenyan TV show, named «Shuga».
The writing, film-making and production of a documentary are still
added to her prize list. «In my Genes» shows the albino condition in her
origin Country. This documentary had a great impact because it was
exposed during various festivals. We find her in 2014 alongside Brad
Pitt, Benedict Cumberbatch or Michael Fassbender, in a movie adapted
by a true story entitled «12 years a slave». Lupita Nyong’o plays the
lead of a young slave, a performance rewards by a «Sag Awards » and
the Oscar 2014 nomination for the best supporting Actress.
A consecration for the young woman.
Sacred the most beautiful woman of the year by People in 2014, her covers never stop increasing: Harper’s Bazaar, Vogue, Elle, Marie-Claire,
Vanity Fair, Lucky, Dazed … Whatever is the photographer and the
style, from the most sober to the most elegant until the most audacious,
Lupita always seems natural, brilliant and radiant … simply magnificent!
(photo Tom Munro for Vogue Italia 2014)
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ph Tom Munro for Vogue Italia 2014
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ph Tom Munro for Vogue Italia 2014
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ph Sharif Hamza for Dazed 2014
Art Director Christopher Simmonds
Fashion style Robbie Spencer
Set Designer Whitney Hellesen
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MELODIE MONROSE
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mo n r o s e

Martinique Island born
Mother agency Your Angel Models
www.yourangelmodel.com
New York, Paris, Martinique
Next New York
Next Paris
Next Milan
Next London
Uno Barcelona

At 23 years old, the young model from Martinique Melodie Monrose,
knows a lightning international career in the very closed world of international Top models.
Since her arrival in the United States, contracts are several. Her authenticity, her atypical charm, her slender lines seduce the most famous brands
H&M, Victoria’s Secret, Dolce & Gabbana, Mac, Gap …
She also made different fashion Shows for Yves Saint-Laurent, Ralph Lauren, Tom Ford, Oscar de la Renta … Nowadays, Mélodie has established
herself as a reference. To her credit, several publications for Elle, Vogue,
Marie-Claire, Confused, Dazed, WWD magazine, French Revue …
The young woman’s career was launched in 2010 by Your Angel Models,
the famous agency from Martinique which also manage other emerging
talents as Stella Vaudran or Stéphanie Colosse.
Own specific charism, sweetness and femininity characterize Melodie
who sustains beauty and charms of her native Island. Very beautiful model
chosen by Giorgio Armani among five faces for the new advertising campaign 2015.
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ph Mario Testino for Vogue Germany 2014
Fashion Edition & Style Lori Goldstein
Hair Style Orlando Pita
Mua James Kaliardos
Manicurst Fleury Rose
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ph Niclas Heikkinen Grit magazine 2011
Style Larissa Defilippo
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ph David Roemer for Marie-Claire UK 2014
Fashion Edition & Style Jayne Pickering
Hair Style Rolando Beauchamp
Mua Moani Lee
Manicurist Gina Edwards
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ph Nathaniel Goldberg for Vogue Japan 2012
Fashion Edition & Style George Cortina
Hair Style James Pecis
Mua Hannah Murray
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ph Nathaniel Goldberg for Vogue Japan 2012
Fashion Edition & Style George Cortina
Hair Style James Pecis
Mua Hannah Murray
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Sudanese born
American grew up
Red Model New York
Major Paris
NP management Milan
Nevs London
Jill Models Antwerp
MP Mega Miami

Nykhor Paul is a face you may have seen before. This young woman has
the experience and the motivation to achieve any goal she sets out for
herself.
When Nykhor was fourteen, she was first discovered by a scout while
shopping at an American Eagle with her mom. A few years later, Nykhor
took some time away from modeling to continue her studies in Biology
and Psychology. Today, she belongs to the modeling agency, Red Model
Management. Who doesn’t love beauty AND brains?
This South Sudan native has taken the modeling industry by storm. Her
first day with Red Model Management resulted in her being immediately
booked with Glamour magazine. From that day on, her career exploded. Nykhor has become a regular when it comes to the modeling world.
She has been featured in many popular magazines including Jones, Elle,
Seventeen, Fader, and Essence. Nykhor has also been featured in the
previous New York and Paris fashion weeks. Overall, her favorite experience has been a Michael Jackson themed, Philip Treacy SS13 London
fashion show.
Who could deny this beauty? Nykhor has unforgettable lush lips that
are complimented with a captivating smile. Not only does she have the
natural beauty, but she also has such personality that shines through her
photos. Nykhor brings forth attitude, charisma, and an organic happiness.
Nykhor reads people based on their energies and we are loving the energy
she brings!
(photo «Origin of a Man» the bare bones of Alexander McQueen’s
fashion directed by Ruth Hogben for the Independent 2015)
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ph Maria Karas
Fashion Editor/Stylist Nick Nelson
for Elle Mexico 2014
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ph Paul Jung «Model Citizens» edito for Suited Magazine 2015
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Martinique Island born
Mother agency Your Angel Models
www.yourangelmodel.com
New York, Paris, Martinique
Next New York
Next Paris
Next Milan

Pierre Dal Corso says it all, blatantly and perfectly, in two little
words: Black Fire.
Model Stella Vaudran has that kind of glamazonian Grace Jones
physical appearance, rich dark chocolate skin, and Diana Ross
gargantuan Diva hair that make you imagine she should be up on
stage, somewhere with a mic in hand and a thousand screaming
fans at her feet.
And if singling out her race-based physical characteristics seems
shallow or inequitable, the truth is however really objective when
such characteristics are beautiful, enviable, and what makes a shine
model in photos. In this case it’s her dark skin, raven hair and innate
fire that leap off the page (or screen, as the case may be) – and that’s
what makes the title so apt.
The young international model’s career is managed by Your Angel
Models, the famous agency from Martinique which also manage
other emerging great talents as Mélodie Monrose or Stéphanie Colosse and Next New York, Paris, Milan.
photo Gal Reuveni
«Forbidden Love» for 12 magazine 2013
Style Marina Milcheva
Hair Style Kenji Noma
Mua Sophie-Deborah Thorel
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ph Gal Reuveni «Forbidden Love» for 12 magazine 2013
Style Marina Milcheva
Hair Style Kenji Noma
Mua Sophie-Deborah Thorel
Second model Arthur de Valbray (Marilyn Agency Paris
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ph Pierre Dal Corso «Black Fire» for OOB magazine 2013
Style Sophie Clauzel
Hair Mike Desir
Mua Daria Slusarczyk
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ph Pierre Dal Corso «Black Fire» for OOB magazine 2013
Style Sophie Clauzel
Hair Mike Desir
Mua Daria Slusarczyk
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ph Pierre Dal Corso «Black Fire» for OOB magazine 2013
Style Sophie Clauzel
Hair Mike Desir
Mua Daria Slusarczyk
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Sudanese born
American grew up
Muse management New York
The Face Paris

Born in Khartoum, Sudan, model Mari Agory’s family lived in what is
now known as South Sudan. The youngest of eight children, she and
her family fled to Egypt in 1999 during her country’s civil war, where
they were granted political asylum by the United States, eventually
settling in San Diego, Calif.
Mari, 23, was discovered at age 20 by a photographer while attending
her junior year of college. “It’s considered late in the industry” she
explains, “because girls start really young”. For Mari, homesickness
is her biggest hurdle: “Especially when I go over to Europe, but when
I’m in New York, for some reason, I still feel close to my family because I’m in the States”.
Despite sometimes going a full year between visits home, Mari admits
that life on the road can also be rewarding: “I get to see the beauty of
this world, and it’s part of my job”. When asked about how long she
sees herself modeling, she jokes: “I’m gonna do it until my skin starts
crackin”.
In her short career, she already appears for Rosie Assoulin, Elle Magazine, numerous runway shows, Balenciaga, Vivienne Westwood,
Esteban Cortazar.
Although she has not been able to return to her native country since
her family fled, Mari, who studied public health in college, hopes to
utilize her education and opportunities generated by her modeling
career to contribute something positive to her home country: “There’s
just something that pulls me back”.
photo Yann Feron
Dress Style babies
Shoes Giuseppe Zanotti
Style -Peta Chen / Tiffany White
Mua Merrell Hollis
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Photo Yann Feron
Dress by Theia (left) Style babies (right)
Shoes Brian Atwood (letf) Giuseppe Zanotti (right)
Jewelry Style Babies
Style Peta Chen / Tiffany White
Mua Merrell Hollis
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Photo Yann Feron
Dress by Theia
Shoes Brian Atwood
Jewelry Style Babies
Style Peta Chen / Tiffany White
Mua Merrell Hollis
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Photo Yann Feron
Dress by Theia
Shoes Christian Louboutin
Jewelry Style Babies
Style Peta Chen / Tiffany White
Mua Merrell Hollis
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ph Julia Comita «Age of innocence» edito for Odalisque Magazine 2013
Style Ashley Isaacs
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ph Lindsey Adler «Golden Goddess» edito for Idol Magazine 2013
Style LSC Styling
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German born
German living
contact
marcus.de.winter@arcor.de

Born on June 8th 1995 in a small bavarian city in Germany. She
has completed apprenticeship as a nutrition consultant. Through
out her apprenticeship she realised that this wasn’t where her
passion lies which drove her to open a model profile online to
see where it would lead her …
She was blown away by all the messages she received and would
have never guessed. So she started with small modeling jobs in
which she didn’t get paid for, yet she got beautiful edited pictures she was able to use to apply for different photoshoots.
She didn’t make a lot of money during these jobs but the joy and
fun being in front of the camera full filled her and she soon realised this is her passion! To she, it’s simply beautiful to capture
one single moment on a picture and every captured moment is
simply unique which makes it so special ... Sometimes pictures
speak when words fail. This art will always be in her heart and
she’s hoping that one day she can make what she loves most her
career. Until then she remains working in this small town café
while going to school spending every free moment she has in
front of the lense, creating unique memories.
Photo Marcus de Winter
Mua Sükriye Caylioglu
Germany Bavaria 2015
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ph Marcus de Winter 2015
Mua Sükriye Caylioglu
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ph Marcus de Winter 2015
Mua Sükriye Caylioglu, Bavaria, Nuernberg
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Guinean & Malian born
France living
Smith & Smith agency
http://www.mohdia.book.fr

Moh arrives in the fashion world accidentally following a friend model’s advice who suggests to her to join an agency. The decision is not
immediate and it will be necessary to wait for a few years before she
decides to take the plunge.
The beginnings are difficult in front of the doors which remain often
closed: not enough tall, insufficiently photogenic, too strong or too
black ... judgments not always easy to accept when we’re young model.
But perseverance, however, she succeeds to appear in the first fashion
shows for young creators who notice her plastic art as Imane Ayissi or
advertising TV (TV5 Monde and Paris Première).
From fashion shows to the photography shootings, there’s only one
step! Her atypical black beauty, her balanced femininity, her feline
sweetness, her charismatic esthetics ... seduce the photographers.
Strangely, her passion for the modelling and the artistic expression will
show itself only late. A discovery in the pleasure to pose, to interpret, to
be transformed, to interact, to create ... a pleasure become need. Since
then, she doesn’t stop: « I think of having found my way, more than a
passion, it’s from now my balance!»
Far from the established conventions, Moh contributes in her own way
to the evolution of the black models in the fashion world, without complex nor preconceived ideas, in all simplicity, seizing every interesting opportunity of expression with magazines or photographers: « I
learnt to evolve, surrounding me with people among the most competent, people whom I shall never thank enough for having me to give the
chance to express myself and to have trusted me ».
photo & post-production Daniel Garcia
www.danielgarcia.fr
Assistant Jean Baptiste Chapuis
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ph & post-production Venus Aud
www.venusphotography.fr
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ph & post-production Venus Aud (left)
www.venusphotography.fr
Mua Dounia Loud
ph & post-production Robert Coppa (right)
www.robertcoppa.com
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ph & post-production Jacques Dussaux

ph & post-production Frédéric Leschallier

www.jdphoto.book.fr

www.leschallier.com

Mua Juliette

Mua Ludovic Bourret
Style Volga Wagner & Laetitia Cohen
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Muriel Pavetto for the lingerie shop Oiseaux de Nuit

q u e e n

ph & post-production Pierre Sage

Special thanks to Guillaume Duvert

Kevin Bourgeois for the shop N°20 Homme

www.pierre-sage.com

for the location place

Philippe Billon for the shop Moreteau

Models Cedric Thisse & Fabrice Serviere

bar à vin Le Passage

maison Styl Costumier

Mua & Hair style Melissa Faure
Style Loïc Maupin
Assistants Ethan Dags & Bridget Gerland
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ph & post-prodcution Bastien Sablé
www.bastiensable.book.fr
Mua Cécilia Catino
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ph & post-production Lionel Moreau
www.lionelmoreau.book.fr
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ph & post-production Yann Malotti
www.yann-malotti.com
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ph & post-production Yann Malotti
www.yann-malotti.com
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l a m b e r t

French born
Martinique Island origin
Contrebande agency Paris
Parallèle Paris
Wanted Models Paris
www.ste.book.fr
www.modelmayhem.com/1540618

After studying in the Fashion field in Lyon, Stéphanie contacts different
models’agencies. Persevering, motivated, endowed with a strong charisma and magnificent physical appearance, the contacts soon follows
with the first contracts.
By need for change; she joins Marseille where she continues the photography but the capital Phocéenne universe won’t suit her. From meetings to circumstances, she decides quickly to come to settle down in
Paris where everything will very fast be linked: new friends, different
contacts, other agencies ... and contracts are there (videos clips, cinema, advertisements, shootings).
In addition to her models qualities and photography passion, Stéphanie
is also fascinated for a long time by the fashion world. She’s also a
trendy and original Designer, endowed with a high potential which she
runs as self-taught.
Her personality, her charisma, her natural and atypical beauty, her ultra
femininity underlined by an almost shaved haircut, magnificent eyes
leave nobody indifferent on the way.
The opportunities and the artistic meetings multiply. Stéphanie seduces
by her presence in front of the camera and numerous photographers do
not make a mistake there.
She remains nevertheless lucid, aware of the necessary work which
she has to produce and by the way to go which is not always easy, in
particular for the Black models.
But the Beauty is ambitious and she’s thirsty of success!
Sure, this sweet and magnificent panther has to meet the success.
That’s all the misfortune which we wish her!
photo Romain Cabon
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STEPHANIE LAMBERT

photographer Martin
Xavier Dollin (right)
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ph Florian Fabre de Roussac
ph Martin Lagardère (right)
Style David Bakra
Mua Isabelle Guyon
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ph Florian Huot de Saint Albin
Style Gregory Ambroisine
Mua Flora Carrara
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ph Marc Augustin Viguier
Mua Charlotte Chicot
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ph Gerard Berr (left)
ph Yann Bleney (right)
Mua Claire Duquesnoy
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ph Vanida Hoang (left)
Hair style Murielle AKM design evolution
Mua Akossiwoa
ph Nicolas Aubry (right)
Mua Claire Duquesnoy
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